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Disclaimer: A lot of this is based on my past experience in the data mining and machine learning community. Might be different from other
areas. All cartoons are shamelessly borrowed from www.phdcomics.com by Jorge Cham.

Why to write?
That should be obvious!

What to write about?
Something important, relevant
Innovative
Many types of papers

New method
Comparative study
Measurement study
Case study
Application of a method
Survey

Who to write for?
Conferences
Journals
Workshops

Know your audience!!

Conferences
Shorter review timelines
Sometimes allow one round of rebuttal, many times none
Includes opportunity to present during the conference and inclusion in the proceedings (a citation )
Have strict deadlines
Strict page limits
Expect mature and novel/impactful results

√

Journals
No deadlines (good and bad)
Allow longer papers
Multiple rounds of reviews (more thorough)
Significantly longer review cycles
Expect more contributions and impact
Many journals allow extensions of past-published conference papers (typically at least 25% new material)
Also make use of special issues

Workshops
Focused meetings
Papers are not as mature as a conference publication
Some new idea, preliminary result, with a potential for big impact
Facilitates discussion with like-minded researchers
Some workshops have proceedings (a citation ), others do not
Similar to conference papers in many aspects (page limit, deadlines, etc.)

√

What do the reviewers expect? - JMLR

What do the reviewers expect? - SIGMETRICS

What do the reviewers expect? - FOCS

What is the goal of writing this paper?
First, you are writing for the reviewers (so that they accept it)

Need to know what they want
That is where reading recent papers from the same venue will help

Next, you are writing for the audience (so that the paper gets citations)
Finally, a best paper award can take your CV to the next level

How to get paper accepted?
Important, relevant, innovative
A value add
Well-organized and well-written - This is important

The curious case of Srikanth Krishnamurthy
Mobicom 2004 - two identical submissions (different titles) - one was accepted and other rejected

How to insure against the randomness in the review process?

http://www.cs.ucr.edu/~eamonn/Keogh_SIGKDD09_tutorial.pdf

What is the reviewer looking for?

What is the best organization/structure
Depends
Some venues have strict guidelines
Others have loose expectations
Some components:

Section Purpose

Abstract Summary

Introduction why and why now

Related Works why you

Methods how

Results what

Conclusions Take Away

Might need additional sections (background, appendices, etc.)
Ordering is up to you - whatever makes most sense
Appendix (supplementary) information allows you to add more beyond the paper limit

Often not reviewed

What goes in the introduction?
Sets up the paper
First sentence is key

Invite the reader to understanding your work
Motivate the problem, establish the need for this work, and provide an overview of what comes next

Sometimes a short organization paragraph helps
A list of key contributions is also useful for reviewers (not so much for readers)

This is where you make your claims and present the hypotheses
As a checklist, make sure that you have supported your claims or confirmed your hypotheses through empirical or theoretical results

What goes in the methods?
Describe your method
Setup the notation, terminology (sometimes a separate subsection upfront is good)
Be precise but not too terse

Using pseudo code, flow charts, enumerated/itemized lists, examples, help
Avoid pulling in past work (citations could be used)

Unless it is imperative for the understanding

What goes in the related works?
What is out there that is related to this

competitors
How are you different?
Try to provide an overview instead of just an enumeration

Existing related methods fall into one of following three categories ...

This section is very useful for reviewers to situate your paper in the current landscape

What goes in the results section?
Description of data
Evaluation methodology

What is important for the problem you are trying to solve?
Is it accuracy, speed, privacy, or something else?

Experimental setup
Competing methods
Results and discussions

What comprises good results?
Results should match your claims in the introduction and conclusions

Do not provide results on one data set and claim that your method is the best universal solution
Do not add unnecessary results

What goes in the conclusions?
Ideally, this should be the only section to read!

write it in that way
Often a note about possible shortcomings/weaknesses
Some future directions (be careful with this!)

What tools are available for me?
Typesetting

Latex (and only latex)
Overleaf  for collaborating

or Microsoft word (if you are really adventurous
Most venues provide templates

define the look and feel
Elements of a paper

Paper title
Sections and sub-sections and so on (section headings)
Figures (more on this later)
Tables
Pseudocode (algorithms)
Footnotes
References (more on this later)
Appendix

What is the best tool for creating visuals?
Generally you will add diagrams or plots
Sometimes you might use specialized software more relevant to your application

PARAVIEW, VISIT
ArcGIS, QGIS

What is the best tool for diagrams?
Powerpoint (??)
SVG editors (Inkscape)
Google drawing or something similar
my favorite - tikz within latex

Reusability will help you in long run

What is the best tool for plots?
Within the environment where your code is

Matlab, Python (matplotlib,seaborn), R
Specialized software

GNUPlot, Excel (??)
my favorite - tikz+pgfplots within latex

\usepackage{smartdiagram}
\smartdiagram[circular diagram:clockwise]{Write,Read,Criticize,Edit}

What do I need to remember when creating plots?
Should be self-contained

Legends, labels, captions
Should be clear

font size, etc.
Should make use of the space properly

What is the best tool for creating references?
Manual
Endnote
Bibtex

organically and seamlessly integrates with your latex document

START CREATING YOUR BIBFILE(s) TODAY

What are other potential traps
Start on time - deadlines
Page limit can be a big issue

Most venues are strict on this
Need to be creative to add more space without violating the requirements

Double blind requirements
Be wary of the review timelines (especially when you are closer to graduation)

|

Role of your advisor(s)
Will help you develop the concept
Help you with writing and editing the draft

|

|

How to make the paper even more appealing?
Reproducibility

Making code available
Data could be an issue

always a good idea to have some synthetic data or benchmark data sets
A working website with demos, detailed results, etc.

these will not be necessarily reviewed
Use all available space
Obviously, get rid of obvious errors

Several rounds of revisions!

How to get better at writing papers?

Read a lot of good papers
Write early and often
Elements of style


